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INT. SAMANTHA’S APT - NIGHT

SAMANTHA, 30, beautiful but exhausted with bags under her

eyes, sorts through a stack of bills on the table. As she

scribbles numbers into a notebook she rubs her forehead

anxiously. She counts a stack of $20’s but things aren’t

adding up. SAMANTHA exhales dejectedly.

JOEY, 9, in a wheelchair with big glasses, rolls in behind

SAMANTHA. JOEY takes a small canvas wallet out of his

pocket. ZZZZ-RRRIIPP. He pulls apart the velcro and opens

the billfold. As SAMANTHA turns to look at him, he pulls out

some cash.

SAMANTHA

Hey, honey.

JOEY

Here, Mom. Maybe this will help.

JOEY holds out all the money he has.

SAMANTHA

Stop it. We’re fine. Put that away.

JOEY

But I want to help.

SAMANTHA

That’s the money your grandmother

gave you for your birthday, Joey.

She meant that for gifts.

JOEY

I know but...

SAMANTHA

You don’t worry, ok? You just worry

about your grades.

JOEY

Can you pay for everything though?

SAMANTHA

Well, we’re just waiting for the

check from your father and then

everything will be fine.

JOEY

You’re always waiting...
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SAMANTHA

... I know... He said he mailed it

last week.

JOEY

He said he’d be at my birthday.

JOEY looks down. SAMANTHA frowns painfully before running

her hand slowly through his hair.

SAMANTHA

I’m sorry, Jo-jo. You know how he

is. Uncle John was there, your

friend Thomas was there. We had a

lot of fun, right?

JOEY

Thomas was the only one that came

from school.

SAMANTHA

That’s ok. It was raining out that

day so that’s probably why. It’s

dangerous to drive when it’s

raining like that.

JOEY

He said the only reason he came was

because his mom made him.

JOEY looks at SAMANTHA but she doesn’t know what to say.

There’s an awkward silence as SAMANTHA tries to think of

something reassuring.

SAMANTHA

... You don’t need friends like

that, Joey.

JOEY

I don’t have any friends, though.

SAMANTHA

... It’ll get better.

SAMANTHA embraces JOEY tightly. He rests his head against

her shoulder and she closes her eyes. JOEY stares at a small

golden crucifix on the table before looking into her eyes

desperately.

JOEY

Mom... I want to go see Father

Watson.
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SAMANTHA

You want to go to Church?

JOEY

Father Watson heals people.

SAMANTHA

But Joey, I don’t really like to go

to Church.

JOEY

Please, Mom... Everyone calls me

"cripple boy."

SAMANTHA

But what do you think it’s going to

do?

JOEY

Please, Mom. Jesus will heal me.

SAMANTHA

I don’t think so.

JOEY

(Almost in tears)

...please.

SAMANTHA

But Joey. That’s not real.

JOEY

Yes it is! Please Mom...

SAMANTHA

....fine.

JOEY smiles. SAMANTHA brushes hair across his forehead and

kisses it. A ray of light bounces off a small crucifix on

the table between them. SAMANTHA kisses his forehead.

INT. PENTOCOSTAL CHURCH - DAY

FATHER WATSON, 55, big black glasses and a come over, is fat

and sweaty. He slouches over an old wood podium as he rubs a

handkerchief across his forehead. FATHER WATSON breathes

deeply as a single spotlight hangs over head, framing him in

a beam of light.
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SAMANTHA has a dress on and JOEY wears a bow tie. SAMANTHA

is in the back row with JOEY in the aisle right next to her.

JOEY’S eyes are lit up and he stares in awe. FATHER WATSON

raises his hand above him and the crowd goes completely

silent.

FATHER WATSON

And let me tell you brothers and

sisters, I felt it here tonight. I

felt the physical FIRE

ON-MY-SKKKIN! I was doubled over in

pain and as I lay suffering one of

my boys asked, "Father, why do you

suffer?" And I said, "MYYYYYY do

you need to ask why they do that to

me?" They who live Godly in Christ

Jesus will suffer persecution! They

shall revile you, they shall say

all manner of things falsely

against you. They shall do unto you

what they WISH TO DO and even kill

you thinking they do GOD A

SERRRRVICE. And if you’re not

getting persecuted you’re not

living GOOODDLLYYY!

The congregation booms out in cheers, FATHER WATSON holds

his hand up again. SAMANTHA looks at JOEY and he is

enthralled. She frowns and FATHER WATSON goes on.

FATHER WATSON

If you’re not getting persecution

you oughtta ask WHHHYYY. Because

when you live for truth you’ll be

persecuted. And if you’re not

getting persecuted you’re not

living the just life. You’re not in

the Body of Christ, the body of

this revolution. Nothing just

happens, everything happens just.

Out of the voice of Jesus himself

he taught people to live. To get

their head out of the SAND or out

of the SKY. He said, "Don’t pray to

go to heaven". And even Paul said,

"Don’t look up to go to heaven". He

said, "The righteous faith sayeth

on this: The Word, God, Heaven is

NEIN thee even in thy MOUTH AND IN

THINE HEART! DON’T SAY WHO WILL GO

UP TO HEAVEN AND BRING HIM DOWN! OR

WHO SHALL GO INTO THE DEEP AND

BRING HIM UP FROM THE GRAVE BUT

(MORE)
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FATHER WATSON (cont’d)

WHAT SAYETH THE WORD IS IN THEE!!!!

HEAVEN IS ON EARTH, HERE, THAT’S

THE ONLY HEAVEN YOU’LL FIND. GOD IS

HERE NOW! THAT’S THE ONLY GOD

YOU’LL KNOW!!! AMEN!

CONGREGATION

AMEN!!!

FATHER WATSON

Now there’s a brother among us that

is possessed by one of Satan’s

Demons. He has a wife and kids but

Satan hath cast his soul down among

the damned. Ladies and Gentlemen,

Thomas Manohan is possessed by the

demon of HO-MO-SEX-U-ALITY! Come up

here, Tom!

The whole crowd gasps and spins toward TOM MANOHAN. TOM

MANOHAN, 44, cheesy wind breaker and white tennis shoes,

looks at his feet in shame and shaking his head "yes". His

wife and kids stare at him in shame. The spotlights land on

TOM and he hugs his wife and makes his way toward the altar.

Nervous applause follows down the aisle.

When he reaches the altar, FATHER WATSON steps out from

behind the podium and stands in front of TOM. FATHER WATSON

holds a big brown Bible up in front of TOM’S face like he’s

pointing a gun at him. FATHER WATSON narrows his eyes at TOM

and two small altar boys grab each of TOM’S arms.

FATHER WATSON

Tell us, Brother Tom, why do you

come here today?

TOM

Well, my father passed down a

generational curse to me... He

passed on the curse of

Homosexuality.

FATHER WATSON

But how do you know it is a curse

from Satan?

TOM

Because... Uh, I physically felt it

as a boy... Satan created a

sequence of events and people in my

life to make sure that I would

fall. He’s kept me back all this

time.
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FATHER WATSON

Hath not we all sinned? Hath not we

all felt Satan tempt us?

CONGREGATION

AMEN!

FATHER WATSON

But let me explain something: How a

demon got in. Is not the same as

how it stays in. Ho-mo-sex-u-ality

won’t show you the way. It won’t

take you out of the BLACK TOMB

WORLD THINE RESIDE IN! DEMON COME

OUT!

FATHER WATSON slams the Bible against TOM’S forehead. TOM

stumbles back into the altar boys who catch his arms. He

snarls up it the air and starts trying to rip his arms away,

possessed. His eyes are rolling in his head and his mouth is

frothing. It’s all a big fraud.

TOM

LEAAAVVVEEE HIM ALONE!!! HATH SATAN

TAKEN WITH THEE SOUL!

FATHER WATSON

I-DENT-ify yourself cruel Demon!

TOM’S muscles tense up and he’s shaking. His face turns red.

TOM

III... AMMMM... THE DEMON OF

HOMOSEXUALITY!

FATHER WATSON

CRUEL DEMON! WHY DO YOU POSSESS

THIS MAN!

TOM

ARRRRRGGGHHHH!!! AHHHHH!

FATHER WATSON

CRUEL DEMON! WHY DO YOU POSSESS

THIS MAN!

TOM

RAAAAHHHHH!!!!

TOM tries to jump away from the altar boys holding him but

they’re hanging on for dear life. FATHER WATSON wraps his

left arm around TOM’S head with he Bible in his left hand.

He presses his cheek against TOM’S and holds the mic out in

front of them with his right hand. TOM is GROWLING.
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FATHER WATSON

GET OUT DEMON! I SAY GET OUT!

FATHER WATSON begins smothering TOM with the Bible until TOM

starts to collapse to his knees. TOM begins sobbing

emphatically.

FATHER WATSON

Come back to me, Tom! COME BACK!

TOM! Come back to me.

TOM looks up like, "Where am I?". FATHER WATSON smiles as he

stands above him.

FATHER WATSON

Tell us why the Devil is in you,

Tom. Tell us why you are cursed.

TOM

It’s... It’s because my father

committed homosexual acts on me...

When my Mother found out, she left.

SHE LEFT! I never saw her again...

She left me... She left me... I

hate her... I hate my mother.

TOM curls up into the fetal position and cries pathetically,

sucking his thumb. FATHER WATSON throws his hands up to the

sky and begins speaking in tongues. BLAH-LA-LA-BAH-LA-LA-LA.

FATHER WATSON

SATAN GET OUT! BLAAH LA LA BLAH LA!

SATAN FREE THINE BROTHER OF THY

DEMON! LA LA BLAH LA LA LA.

TOM

BLAH! LA LA LA LA!

BOOM! A burst of light explodes into TOM’S forehead and he

collapses to the ground. GASP! The audience is taken aback

and SAMANTHA and JOEY’S jaws hang open.

FATHER WATSON

Get up brother, stand up. Stand up.

FATHER WATSON helps TOM to his feet and TOM collapses into

his arms. TOM hugs FATHER WATSON, crying into his shirt

mercilessly.

TOM

I’m- I’m FREE! I’m CURED!
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FATHER WATSON

You’re free now, Brother. You’re

free.

TOM

I’m... I’m cured. Father Watson

healed me! Father Watson lifted the

curse forever! I’m free of the

HO-MO-SEXUAL DEVIL!

CHORUS

AMEN! It’s a Miracle! Amen!

TOM gets up and hugs FATHER WATSON tightly. The congregation

erupts in applause and "Amen’s". JOEY is clapping wildly

with a huge smile on his face. SAMANTHA is white as a ghost.

INT. SAMANTHA’S APT - NIGHT

SAMANTHA stands near the stove as she puts the final touches

on dinner. JOEY places silverware beside both plates with a

big smile. She lowers a big dish of mashed potatoes onto the

table in front of JOEY and he takes a sip of water. JOEY

looks up at SAMANTHA wide-eyed.

JOEY

Could you believe that, Mom?

SAMANTHA

Hmm?

JOEY

That man was gay but now he’s

cured.

SAMANTHA

Stop it, Joey! Being gay isn’t a

curse. I didn’t like that. It’s OK

to be gay.

JOEY

I know... It’s just that... He was

one way and wanted to be a

different way. And now he is.

SAMANTHA

But Joey, how do you know that’s

real? How do you know that he’s not

still gay on the inside.
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JOEY

I saw it, Mom. Didn’t you see the

spirit leave him?

SAMANTHA

What do you mean?

JOEY

There was a spirit that came out of

Mr. Monahan’s body. Father Watson

pulled it out with the Bible.

SAMANTHA

I didn’t see that. C’mon Joey.

JOEY

Yes! There was spirit on stage with

them.

SAMANTHA

I think you got a little caught up.

JOEY

No!

SAMANTHA puts down her fork and stares at JOEY seriously.

SAMANTHA

Joey. I have to be honest with you.

That wasn’t real. Mr. Monahan was

faking it all. He wasn’t really

possessed. He was acting the whole

time. The whole thing was a big

fake.

JOEY

It was not! Why would Mr. Monahan

fake that he had a demon in him?

SAMANTHA

As an excuse for his wife.

Sometimes it’s hard to face up to

the facts.

JOEY

No!

SAMANTHA

Yes, Joey. It was to make his wife

feel better. That’s why they did

it.
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JOEY

I don’t believe you. People

wouldn’t lie like that. I still

think it was real.

SAMANTHA

Ughh...

JOEY

And I want to go back.

SAMANTHA

No. I don’t think so.

JOEY

MOM! Please! This is the only way!

SAMANTHA

No! Joey! I don’t feel comfortable

going back there.

JOEY

This isn’t fair. I’m going to be

crippled my whole life. I’ll never

have any friends.

SAMANTHA

Joey... You know I’d do anything

for you.

JOEY starts to cry.

JOEY

Then why won’t you do this? Please.

I want Father Watson to give me an

excorcism too... So I can walk.

SAMANTHA

Joey...

JOEY

You don’t want me to get better!

You want me to be crippled my whole

life. You don’t care!

SAMANTHA

Of course I care!

JOEY

Then let me go to Father Watson!
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SAMANTHA

Uggh... Fine. I’ll go and talk to

him. You have to set up a meeting

first, I think. But if this doesn’t

work...

JOEY

I know. If it doesn’t work it’s ok.

I’ll stop believing him.

SAMANTHA

Promise me that if it doesn’t work,

you’ll know it was a fake ok? And

you won’t be upset ok?

JOEY

...ok.

SAMANTHA

Ok, hun. I’ll go in tomorrow.

JOEY

Thank you, Mom.

SAMANTHA

I love you, Jo-jo.

JOEY

I love you too, Mom.

SAMANTHA scoops JOEY up into in a long, loving embrace. As

he squeezes her as hard as he can, SAMANTHA smiles. JOEY

goes back to eating and SAMANTHA stares at him contently.

INT. FATHER WATSON’S OFFICE - DAY

FATHER WATSON languidly slumps in a big leather chair behind

a large oak desk. He is furiously scribbling into a notebook

and as SAMANTHA walks in he coughs. HACK! HACK! HACK!

SAMANTHA nervously sits down.

SAMANTHA

H- Hello.

FATHER WATSON

(Clears throat violently)

Hack. Hack. Hello. Ms... Alderan?

Is that right? I think I remember

seeing you at our last gathering.
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SAMANTHA

Yes, I was there with my son. I’m

Samantha Alderan.

FATHER WATSON

Hmmm.... Right. Good.

SAMANTHA

Uhhh...

FATHER WATSON

And you had a crippled boy with

you, right?

SAMANTHA

Yes. He would like to... "heal"

him. That’s why I’m here.

FATHER WATSON

He’s telling me, "My grandson, my

grandson."

SAMANTHA

What? Who?

FATHER WATSON

Are you an only child? He’s no

longer with us is he?

SAMANTHA

My son is still with us. What are

you talking about?

FATHER WATSON

No. Your father.

SAMANTHA freezes. She doesn’t know what to say. FATHER

WATSON just stares.

FATHER WATSON

Your father...

SAMANTHA

Uhh... yes. He passed.

FATHER WATSON

And did you pick up your father and

hold him after he died?

SAMANTHA

Uhh... I- Uh...
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FATHER WATSON

Did you hold your father after he

died?

SAMANTHA

... yes. I- I held his head as he

took his last breath.

FATHER WATSON

Please know that your father your

father wants to thank you for

letting him feel safe. And he wants

to thank you for holding him.

SAMANTHA begins to shake and hold back tears.

FATHER WATSON

"Please tell my daughter that she

could not save me." Do you

understand that? Because he says

that you’ve been carrying this

burden.

FATHER WATSON lumbers up out of his chair and kneels down in

front of SAMANTHA. He puts his hand on her knee. As tears

run down her cheeks, FATHER WATSON pulls off his big glasses

and looks her directly in the eye.

FATHER WATSON

Your father says, "You were not

supposed to save me." He shows me

you whispering in his ear. Is that

correct?

SAMANTHA

(Barely keeping it together)

... yes.

FATHER WATSON

Your father is telling me that you

are carrying this guilt. You need

to let this go. For him, it’s like

this is eating his soul. He says it

has to stop.

SAMANTHA’S head drops into her hands. FATHER WATSON lets her

cry for a second before taking her hand and kissing it

tenderly.

FATHER WATSON

People have abandoned you your

whole life. Your husband picked up

and left one day without a word.

But that’s not your fault.
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SAMANTHA

... it is my fault...

FATHER WATSON

No, Samantha! Satan created a

sequence of causes in your life

that were designed for you to fall.

SAMANTHA

I don’t know.

FATHER WATSON

It’s not your fault that Joey got

polio. Joey can’t walk now but

Jesus will rescue thine from the

Tomb world. The demon of polio is

no match for His love... Come here.

FATHER WATSON kisses SAMANTHA is still crying as FATHER

WATSON embraces her. As she soaks the front of his shirt in

tears, FATHER WATSON holds her close. He inhales deeply with

his nose in her hair.

FATHER WATSON

It’s ok... It’s ok now. I will

rescue you. I will save you. It’s

ok.

FATHER WATSON kisses SAMANTHA’S neck sensually. She flinches

back and tries to get knock his hands off of her. He grabs

her wrists and starts kissing her lips.

FATHER WATSON

Let it happen. Let me help you.

SAMANTHA

No. Stop it.

FATHER WATSON

Do you want Joey to be crippled his

whole life? I can fix him, I

promise. But I need you.

SAMANTHA

No... I don’t know.

FATHER WATSON

FINE! Leave then! Get out of here.

Let Joey be crippled forever. Your

father says he’s ashamed.
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SAMANTHA

...you promise me you can fix him?

you can save him.

FATHER WATSON

Jesus will save him. I promise.

FATHER WATSON kisses her on the lips and she reluctantly

gives in. He aggressively grabs her breast and tears open

the buttons on her shirt. He pulls his pants down and puts

his hand under her skirt. As they go farther and farther,

SAMANTHA’S face twists in disgust but she is consenting.

FATHER WATSON

Let it happen. Jesus will save him.

Let it happen.

SAMANTHA’S eyes stare a thousand yards in sorrow as she

let’s FATHER WATSON violate her.

INT. IGLESIA DE PENTOCOSTAL - DAY

The Church feels different this time around. The lights are

a little lower and there are more candles. FATHER WATSON is

more sweaty: wet, yellow rings circle his armpits. His eyes

bulge and his jaw clenches as he looks out over the

congregation.

JOEY is in the aisle right off the front row now. SAMANTHA

is beside him the first pew. She is more excited now than

before. She is more anxious now than before, she smiles

nervously. FATHER WATSON makes eye contact with JOEY and

JOEY’S eyes light up. Light sparkles off his wheelchair as

FATHER WATSON bellows the sermon from deep in his gut.

FATHER WATSON

"Make yourself God," that’s what he

said in the 10th chapter of John.

He said that is written, "ALL of

you are Gods!" He said, "I’m no

different than you, everybody is

God." So Jesus is God! I! Am God!

YOU! Are God... Now if it is time

for me to lay down my body I will

but all the King’s horses and all

the King’s men cannot bring me down

until the tiiiime has come. Listen

all ye scoffers and all ye

poisoners, we’re feeling GOOD in

the house of Watson today! You

gotta help yourself if you want

help. There’s only ONE HOPE for

(MORE)
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FATHER WATSON (cont’d)
glory. That’s within YOU! Nobody’s

gonna come out of the sky! There’s

no Heaven up there! Heaven is right

here!

CONGREGATION

AMEN!

FATHER WATSON

Don’t believe me on my WORD brother

and sisters. There’s people who

will tell you thee the word of God

but they will lie. How could they

have heard the Word? How could they

know what is above?... I am

different! I will SHOW you thine

rapture. I will SHOW you thine good

grace and Goooood will look down

upon thee... JOEY COME UP HERE

PLEASE!

JOEY’S face goes white as everyone looks at him. The faint

spotlight that beamed over FATHER WATSON now beams over

JOEY. JOEY slowly rolls up to the foot of the altar. FATHER

WATSON picks him up out of the wheelchair and lays him on

the altar.

SAMANTHA gets up when she sees JOEY being lifted out of the

wheelchair. FATHER WATSON quickly puts up his hand and

SAMANTHA obediently, yet nervously, sits back down.

CLINK-CLANK! JOEY’S leg braces clank as he falls in a heap

on the ground.

FATHER WATSON

Get up and walk to me Brother Joey.

JOEY

I- I can’t.

FATHER WATSON

What do you mean, "I can’t"?

JOEY

I have... I have polio and my legs

don’t work.

FATHER WATSON

Did Jesus not say to thine, "WALK!"

How has thine cast the devil into

thee body? Does the demon of Satan

possess you, Joey?
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JOEY

... yes.

FATHER WATSON

I said, "DOES THE DEMON OF SATAN

POSSESS YOU!" DOES THE DEMON OF

POLIO OCCUPY YOUR BODY! BLAH LA LA

LA.

At that moment, FATHER WATSON swings up his arms and the

lights flicker ominously. He holds the Bible in his left

hand over JOEY as he screams into the mic in his right. JOEY

begins convulsing on the floor.

JOEY

(Gurgling in his throat)

Grrrrr-AGGGHHHH! EEERrrrrrr.

FATHER WATSON

Thine DEMON! SHOW THYSELF!

JOEY

IIIIII am the DE-MON of PO-LI-O!!!!

FATHER WATSON

Cursed Devil! Release thee!

JOEY

GAHHHH!!!! ARRRGGHHHHH!!!

FATHER WATSON

I said! CURSED DEVIL! RELEASE THINE

GRIP FROM OUR SON!

The whole congregation is in a frenzy. Everyone is on their

feet and shouting and praying and the lights are flicker

worse now than before. JOEY is convulsing on the ground.

SAMANTHA is white as a ghost, frozen in shock and awe.

FATHER WATSON leans over JOEY and slams him in the head with

the Bible. JOEY falls to his back, limp.

FATHER WATSON

JOEY! Come back to us! Come back to

us Brother Joey.

JOEY slowly wakes up, he rubs his head and looks around like

he doesn’t know what’s going on.

FATHER WATSON

Stand up! Stand up, Joey!
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JOEY

But I- I can’t.

FATHER WATSON

I said! RISE TO THINE FEET BROTHER

JOEY!

JOEY looks at FATHER WATSON hesitantly and then at SAMANTHA.

SAMANTHA nods slowly and hopefully. She cracks a smile with

tears almost in her eyes.

JOEY pushes up with his hands and tries to put weight on his

legs but as he lets his legs carry the burden, he crashes to

the ground. The congregation goes silent. SAMANTHA runs up

onto the altar and embraces JOEY.

FATHER WATSON

LEAVE HIM BE!

SAMANTHA

Please. Please don’t! Please just

stop! He’s paralyzed! There isn’t a

Demon!

FATHER WATSON

RESIGN THINE WO-MAN! MOVE AWAY FROM

THE BOY! LET THE DE-MON OF PO-LI-O

see me here and now! DEMON RELEASE

THIS BOY!

JOEY

BLAAAHHHH!! RAARRRAAAHHHH!!

SAMANTHA

STOP IT JOEY! STOP ACTING LIKE

THAT! You aren’t possessed. Joey

PLEASE stop acting!

FATHER WATSON

I said RELEASE THIS BOY! DEMON!

JOEY

GAAHHHHRRRRAAA!!!!!

SAMANTHA

STOP IT! DON’T YOU SEE. HE’S A

FRAUD! WAKE UP! FATHER WATSON IS A

LIAR AND A FRAUD! This is all fake!

This is all a big FAKE!

The congregation goes silent and FATHER WATSON’S face goes

red in anger and frustration. JOEY’S throat starts gurgling

and SAMANTHA begins to cry. JOEY’S eyes roll back in his

head and SAMANTHA panics, she looks out into the audience.
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SAMANTHA

HELLLLLP! HELP HIM! SOMEONE CALL

HELP!

FATHER WATSON rushes to JOEY’S side, pushing SAMANTHA out of

the way.

FATHER WATSON

Get away DEVIL WOMAN! What do you

know? GET AWAY!

He holds the boy with one arm while pressing the open Bible

onto his face. The lights start strobing and the whole

congregation begins to SCREAM! FATHER WATSON is screaming in

tongues.

FATHER WATSON

Blah sic tan le don finit! Po slee

bot jo bo poo! CHES SAY NOT LA TA

DEE! LA TA DEE! OHM BOT SEEK NIGH

JAH!

FATHER WATSON begins convulsing and JOEY begins convulsing

and he’s SCREAMING and the whole place is SCREAMING and

SAMANTHA is crying up on the altar. The altar boys are

terrified and crazy colored lazer lights come out of Jesus

on the cross behind the altar. With a final SCREAM the

lights go completely out.

There is a moment of dark black silence before the lights

burst back on and FATHER WATSON is standing in the middle of

the altar above JOEY. JOEY is lying on the floor staring up

and everyone is dead fucking silent.

FATHER WATSON

Stand up Joey. It’s ok son. Stand

up.

JOEY seems hesitant. SAMANTHA is back on her feet and

staring anxiously at JOEY.

JOEY

But I- I can’t

FATHER WATSON

YES you can.

CONGREGATION

(Random shouts from black

women in the crowd)

Stand up!... On your feet, boy!...

Jesus is with you.
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JOEY takes a deep breath and everyone takes a deep breath.

The camera is hitting all sorts of suspenseful angles to

really build this moment up. Dolly in, zolly out, super

extreme close ups and everything else.

JOEY puts his hands down beneath him and pushes up onto his

legs. He’s wobbling like a leaf but trying real fucking

hard. Finally, he positions his legs underneath him and

pushes up. He’s standing on his feet! AAAAAHHHH!!!! The

whole fucking place goes bananas!

JOEY

I! I CAN WALK! I CAN WALK!

FATHER WATSON

HE WALKS! PRAISE JESUS AND THE

MIRACLE HES PLACED UPON THEE! HE

WALKS! THE BOY WALKS!

CONGREGATION

HE WALKS! HE WALKS!

SAMANTHA is balling her eyes out as JOEY walks into her

arms. The embrace completely up on the altar in front of the

congregation. SAMANTHA looks up at FATHER WATSON with tears

in her eyes.

SAMANTHA

Thank you.


